Administrative Services

907) 796-6258  Information  796-6570  J  Ciri Michael
907) 796-6258  J  Jacobus Rachel

Budget

796-6258
796-6488  J  Nierra Sarah Jessica
796-6494  J  Vigil Julie

Business Services

796-6497  Director
796-6491  J  Cole Wendy
796-6493  J  Hitchcock Richard
796-6258  J  Jacobus Rachel
796-6497  J  Lasinski Jon
796-6426  J  Ligsay Claire
796-6492  J  Ritter Stephanie
796-6322  J  VanKirk Jodi
796-6267  J  Wilson Jo

Grants and Contracts

796-6258
796-6420  J  Eriksen Cindy
796-6431  J  Kannel Melissa
796-6494  J  Vigil Julie

Human Resources

796-6273  Information
796-6263  J  Belmont Sarah
796-6473  J  Cheney Gail
796-6273  J  Cordero Yolanda
796-6036  J  Klein Lori
796-6479  J  Stewart Greinier Kim

Alaska College of Education

796-6050  Dean of Education
866-465-6424  Information
796-6076  Information
907-796-6551  J  Atwater Steve

PITAAS

796-6058  Information
796-6058  J  Cadiente-Brown Ronalda

Program Faculty

796-6412  J  Andrews Susan
796-6029  J  Batchelder Heather
796-6033  J  Burkert Jill
796-6552  J  Byer Michael
796-6563  J  Christian Scott
796-6082  J  Fredenberg Virgil
907-244-7807  J  Hartley Elizabeth
796-6481  J  Jones Alberta
796-6076  J  Laster Martin
796-6404  J  Lofthus Jeffrey
796-6053  J  Lunda Angela
796-6079  J  Marvel Dave
796-6435  J  Richardson, Ph.D. Lisa
796-6283  J  Schoenberger Jerry
907-694-7019  J  Spangler Katy

Staff

796-6050  J  Coonjohn Kayti
796-6076  J  Genaux Elisabeth
796-6424  J  Graver Delores
907) 796-6429  Hayes Louisa
796-6417  J  Lamson Patricia

Chancellor Rick Caulfield

796-6565  Information
796-6509  J  Campbell Keni
796-6509  J  Caulfield Richard
796-6565  J  McCoy Bobbi
796-6568  J  Oydna Bobbi

Development Office

796-6566  Information
796-6569  Information
796-6416  J  Johnson, CFRE Lynne
796-6566  J  O'Sullivan-Hines Seanna
796-6569  J  Post Jessy
796-6320  J  Russell-Jensen David

Egan Library

796-6300  Circulation
796-6502  Reference
877-796-6502  Reference Toll Free
907-312-1044  Text / SMS

796-6264  J  Boesser Cindy
796-6504  J  Cary Jeri
796-6345  J  Cox II David
796-6470  J  Franklin Beatrice
796-6440  J  Lamb Jonas
796-6339  J  Regan Judy
796-6467  J  Tomlinson Elise
796-6285  J  Ward Jennifer

CELT

796-6353  J  Haavig Maren
228-4507  K  Matsuura Kimberly
796-6557  J  O'Halloran Maureen

The Learning/Testing Center

796-6224  J  Malander Ben
796-6168  J  Stiehr Auguste
796-6467  J  Tomlinson Elise
796-6223  J  Whitcomb Wanda

The Writing Center

796-6188  J  Neeland Allison
796-6467  J  Tomlinson Elise

Facilities Services

796-6496  Garage
796-6496  Lock Shop
796-6496  Mail Room
796-6496  Property

Administration

796-6496  J  LaBranche Louise
796-6487  J  Leigh Nathan
796-6144  J  Nierra Ella
796-6511  J  Zenger Adam

Custodial

796-6246  J  Aguilar Aries
796-6246  J  Andes Ramir
796-6246  J  Bolanos Arnel
796-6246  J  Gomez Jr. Anastacio
796-6246  J  Gonzalez Gina
796-6246  J  Munro Pete
796-6246  J  Peralta Jimmy
796-6496  J  Renegado Jr. Rodolfo
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Facilities Planning and Construction
796-6262 J Maunu Pua
796-6480 J Mell Ke

Grounds and Landscaping
796-6513 J Lendrum David
796-6245 J Roberts Ray

Health and Safety
337-965-7710 J Cottrell Craig
796-6077 J Garcia Dan

Keys
796-6495 J Behrends Dave

Operations and Maintenance
796-6496 J Chapman Ned
796-6496 J Cumlat Levi
796-6245 J Eggers Shawn
796-6245 J Islas Jose
796-6443 J Sears Karl
796-6243 J Sims Donny
796-6496 J Yadao Bernard
796-6511 J Zenger Adam

IT Services
796-6400 Information
877-465-6400 Toll Free

Administration
796-6570 J Cirli Michael
907-796-6452 J Stedman Lori

Information Systems
796-6111 J Hopson Mark
796-6381 J Mametsuka Mona
796-6112 J McBrien III Tom

Infrastructure
796-6119 J Hazelton Ivan
796-6109 J Rohweder Logan
796-6380 J Thompson Mark

User Services
907) 796-6521 Classroom Support Desk:
907-796-6400 UAS IT Helpdesk: Helpdesk
877-465-6400 UAS IT Helpdesk: Toll Free

Infrastructure Administration
796-6116 J Bennett Cody
796-6400 J Carter Martin
796-6189 J Grimes Donovan
796-6374 J Merry Gloria
796-6400 J Taylor Traci

Ketchikan Campus
228-4511 Campus
888 550-6177 Toll Free

Administration
228-4523 K Horn Wendy
228-4508 K Klein Gail
228-4515 K Schulte Priscilla

Faculty
228-4562 K Chapman Brandon
907-228-4550 K Florian Stephen
228-4571 K Horn Ken
228-4502 K Iannuzzi Colleen
228-4572 K LaBarge Mike
228-4547 K Landis Rod
228-4574 K Lefleur Joe
796-6017 K Miller Dale
228-4549 K Morgan Barbara
796-6153 K Nickerson Neil
228-4566 K O'Loane Larry
228-4557 K Pawlus Matthew
228-4518 K Polanska Kasia
228-4541 K Radzilowski John
228-4515 K Schulte Priscilla
228-4559 K Spehar Ann
228-4527 K Urquhart William
228-4548 K Warren Mariah
228-4514 K Whalen Teague
228-4563 K Ziegler Ali

Staff
228-4522 K Bolling Kathy
228-4522 K Bolling Kathy
228-4533 K Funk Mike
228-4561 K Govaars Kate
228-4533 K Guthrie John
228-4530 K Guthrie Julia
228-4513 K Hurley Brenda
228-4537 K Kosmos Abby

228-4555 K Ledford Marianne
228-4531 K Long John
228-4507 K Matsuura Kimberly
228-4568 K Paasonen Shelly
228-4535 K Parks Kenny
228-4511 K Ramsey Karen
228-4509 K Richardson Gwenna
228-4565 K Scott Louie
228-4524 K Steele Con
228-4567 K Tabb Shellie
228-4517 K Wiechelman Kathleen
228-4558 K Williams Laurie

Provost's Office
907-796-6486 Information
796-6486 J Carey Karen

ACRC
796-6146 J Belec Pat
796-6269 J Bidlack Allison
796-6422 J McNicol Gavin
907-796-6023 Tankersley Gavin
586-7925 J Whitney Emily

Institutional Effectiveness
907.796.6231
796-6219 J Hall Lacey

Provost's Staff
796-6219 J Hall Lacey
796-6568 J Oydra Eleanor
796-6147 J Parrish Anita

School of Arts and Sciences
796-6090 Advising
796-6200 Biology/Chemistry
796-6402 Business and Public Administration
796-6485 Environmental Sciences/Math
796-6405 Humanities
796-6518 Office of the Dean
796-6163 Social Sciences
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796-6090 J  Carl Denise
796-6280 J  Jensen Kelly
907-796-6518 J  Thornton Thomas

Business and Public Administration

796-6402 Information
800 478-9069 Toll Free
801) 362-4002 Anderson Ryan
796-6347 J  Boyer Michael
796-6310 J  Brown Charla
796-6418 J  DiLorenzo Kathy
796-6353 J  Haavig Maren
719) 783-0402 J  Hacker Richard
796-6101 J  Hamilton Julie
952-6304 J  Hassell Sherry
796-6409 J  Hofeling Dustin
209-5543 J  Hoffman Elizabeth
770) 765-2142 J  Johnson Haley
786-4084 J  LeCompte Cathy
796-6349 J  McKenna Colleen
796-6409 J  Medenica Ljubomir "LJ"
907-209-5676 J  Powell Jim
321-8961 J  Powers Jr. Timothy "Tim"
796-6341 J  Powers Tim
796-6163 J  Scharen Andrea
907-988-7172 J  Schirmer Paulette
796-6402 J  Sulser Shayla
907) 586-1312 J  Weaver Peggy

Humanities

796-6405 Information
796-6421 J  Alexander-Isett Rosemarie
796-6340 J  Cole Davina
796-6008 J  Dewees Andrea
796-6419 J  Elliott William
796-6432 J  Hayes Ernestine
796-6222 J  Kane Jeremy
796-6405 J  Koester Susan
796-6362 J  Krein Kevin
228-4547 K  Landis Rod
796-6021 J  Maier Kevin
796-6411 J  Neely Sol
796-N/A J  Petersen Art
796-6405 J  Ryman Tina
796-6437 J  Simpson Richard
747-7723 S  Trafton Math
796-6114 J  Twitchell Lance (X'unei)
796-6361 J  Wagner Forest
796-6113 J  Wall Emily
228-4514 K  Whalen Teague
747-7710 S  Zacher Liz

Natural Science

796-6200 Phone:
796-6369 J  Dryer Pat
796-6247 J  Amundson Jason
747-7749 S  Bahna Paul
747-7700 S  Barnett Deborah
796-6582 J  Bergstrom Carolyn
796-6506 J  Blitz Brian
796-6410 J  Buma Brian
796-6410 J  Buma Brian
796-6240 J  Buzby Megan
796-6316 J  Caldwell Sara
747-7702 S  Chapman Marnie
796-6485 J  Connor Cathy
796-6485 J  Connor Cathy
796-6242 J  Dumesnil Jill
796-6370 J  Fellman Jason
796-6199 J  Fritz Trevor
796-N/A J  Gard Richard
796-6485 J  Gregg Leah
796-N/A J  Haldorson Lewis
796-6408 J  Hay-Jahans Chris
796-6017 J  Hill Erica
796-6538 J  Hoferkamp Lisa
796-6244 J  Hood Eran
796-6244 J  Hood Eran
228-4502 K  Ianuzzi Colleen
796-6275 J  Kendig Susan
796-6046 J  Kienholz Christian
796-6362 J  Krein Kevin
747-9432 S  LaBounty Kitty
747-7792 S  Liddle Joe
796-6021 J  Maier Kevin
747-7752 S  Martin Jon
796-6413 J  Monteith Daniel
796-6307 J  Motyka Roman
796-6580 J  Nagorski Sonia
796-6580 J  Nagorski Sonia
796-6293 J  Navarro Michael
796-6271 J  Pearson Heidi
796-6423 J  Piotrowski Andrzej
796-6007 J  Pyare Sanjay
796-6007 J  Pyare Sanjay
228-4541 K  Radzilowski John
796-6437 J  Simpson Richard
796-6279 J  Stekoll Michael
747-7779 S  Straley Jan
796-6330 J  Tallmon David
796-6599 J  Tamone Sherry
796-6114 J  Twitchell Lance (X'unei)
796-6152 J  Vess Lora
796-6361 J  Wagner Forest
796-6200 J  Warrenchuk Michelle

Social Sciences

796-6163 Information
228-4562 K  Chapman Brandon
796-6017 J  Hill Erica
796-6413 J  Monteith Daniel
796-6329 J  Noon David
228-4541 K  Radzilowski John
796-6405 J  Ryman Tina
228-4515 K  Schulte Priscilla
796-6436 J  Sesko Amanda
228-4559 K  Spehar Ann
228-4527 K  Urquhart William
796-6152 J  Vess Lora
796-6433 J  Walz Robin
796-6115 J  Wright Glenn
228-4563 K  Ziegler Ali

School of Career Education

907-796-6120 Information

Administration

796-6124 J  Carroll Linda
796-6151 J  Elliott Kristi
907-796-6128 J  Gunkel Luke
796-6130 J  Ramsey Glenn
796-6139 J  Traxler Pete

Automotive Technology

907.796.6120
Construction Technology
907.796.6120
796-6132 J Fantasia Justin
796-6141 J Gilcrist Robin
747-7730 S Hughes Pat
796-6139 J Traxler Pete

Diesel Technology
907.796.6120
796-6123 J Dolan Tom
228-4566 K O’Loane Larry
796-6129 J Voelckers Neil

Fisheries Technology
.6653 ext 7717
907.747.7717
747-7799 S Brewer Reid
747-7705 S Budd Amelia
747-7760 S Markis Joel
747-7742 S Seeland Jim

Health Information Management
907.747.7717
.6653 ext 7717
907-738-5758 S Dearborn Ruthie
747-9477 S Feero Susie
747-7718 S Goeden Rose
747-9474 S Gordon Leslie
747-7781 S Stromme Cheryl
907-243-2905 S Wade Martha

Health Sciences
907-796-6128
796-6125 J Brenner Ce Ce
796-6131 J Malter Suzanne
747-7748 S Samuel Amy
747-9476 S Ziel Darcie

Law Enforcement
907.747.7717
.6653 ext 7717
747-7705 S Budd Amelia
747-7745 S Sexton David
747-7745 S Tinsley-Myers Sherrie

Marine Transportation
907.228.4568
888.550.6177 Toll Free
228-4572 K LaBarge Mike
796-... K Miller Dale
796-6153 K Nickerson Neil
228-4568 K Paasonen Shelly
228-4548 K Warren Mariah

UAS Center for Mine Training
907.796.6120
796-6427 J Bain Casey
796-6121 J Neale Graham

Welding
907.796.6120
228-4571 K Horn Ken
747-7711 S Puckett Allen
796-6130 J Ramsey Glenn

Sitka Campus
747-7700
800-478-6653 Toll Free Alaska Only

Administration
747-9474 S Gordon Leslie
747-7733 S Hanson Jill
747-7706 S Rogers Nicole

Faculty
747-7749 S Bahna Paul
907-378-4002 S Barber Valerie
747-7799 S Brewer Reid
747-7702 S Chapman Marnie
747-7711 S Clarke Dave
747-7700 S Cryderman John
747-9477 S Feero Susie
747-9474 S Gordon Leslie
796-n/a S Hartog III John
208-687-6542 S Holt Teresa
747-9468 S Ingallinera Kathy
907-738-3856 S Joseph Tommy
747-9432 S LaBounty Kitty
747-7792 S Liddle Joe
907-738-4004 S Littlefield Roby
907-529-4047 S Mackey Renee
747-7760 S Markis Joel
747-7752 S Martin Jon
641-751-2480 S Muntz Steve
747-7711 S Puckett Allen
747-7730 S Reynolds Greg
319-455-2787 S Risse Cathy
747-7985 S Sadleir-Hart Lisa
747-7748 S Samuel Amy
747-7742 S Seeland Jim
747-7745 S Sexton David
907-518-0263 S Siercks Bev
796-n/a S Smith Amanda
747-7779 S Straley Jan
747-7716 S Terry Debi
747-7745 S Tinsley-Myers Sherrie
747-7723 S Trafton Math
907-243-2905 S Wade Martha
747-7710 S Zacher Liz
747-9476 S Ziel Darcie

Staff
747-7739 S Albertson Heather
747-7755 S Anderson Tim
747-7785 S Beam Audrey
747-7705 S Budd Amelia
747-7798 S Cedarleaf Jen
747-7700 S Chenoweth Ellen
747-7717 S Cottrell Max
747-7709 S Davis Kimberly
747-7773 S Duncan Crystal
747-7757 S Elsensohn Eric
747-7796 S Felts David
747-7769 S Felts Sonia
747-7722 S George Greg
907) 747-7725 S Ingman John
747-7771 S Klushkan Joy
907-747-7787 S Mason Leah
747-7724 S Mulligan Chad
747-7701 S Nutting Randy
747-7786 S Redick Meredith
747-7721 S Roles Emy
747-7775 S Schaefer Wes
747-9440 S Shaw Jasmine
747-7738 S Shoemaker Lucienne
747-7781 S Stromme Cheryl
747-7700 S Wild Lauren
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Student Services

796-6000 Information
796-6100 J Nelson, J.D. Joe

Academic Advising

796-6540 Kaler Marnie
796-6451 Richards Aimée
796-6439 J Triplett Amanda

Admissions Office

796-6067 Admissions Counselor
796-6529 Admissions Counselor
796-6100 Info
796-6359 J Carlson Dannielle
796-6460 J Ferguson Deema
796-6540 Kaler Marnie
796-6069 J Lingle Eric
796-6100 J Nelson, J.D. Joe
796-6529 J Reyes Suhiedy
796-6067 J Wisner Brittni

Campus Life

796-6443 Juneau Student Housing: Information

907-796-6306 Student Activities Office: Information
796-6313 Student Government: Admin
796-6517 Student Government: Information
796-6544 Student Recreation Center: Front Desk
796-6391 J Bodenstadt Nathan
796-6391 J Bodenstadt Nathan
796-6385 J Dorman Paul
796-6160 J Ibias Christina
796-6160 J Ibias Christina
796-6160 J Ibias Christina
796-6160 J Ibias Christina
796-6545 J Klein Dave
796-6313 J Kunat Monika
796-6313 J Kunat Monika
907) 796-6325 J Lowery Juliette
796-6388 J Mogensen Allison
796-6220 J Sage Shauna
796-6389 J Scott Eric
796-6389 J Scott Eric

Career Services

796-6443 J Sears Karl
796-6464 J Sommers Peter
907) 796-6368 Information
796-6368 J Rydman Deborah

Counseling

796-6514 J Iverson Becky
796-6465 J Thomson Margie

Creative Agency

796-6573 J Gross Jennifer
796-6477 J Jordan Katy
796-6575 J Krein Alison
796-6576 J Osterhout Colin

Disability Services

796-6000 J Malecha Jennifer
796-6465 J Thomson Margie

Exchanges & Study Abroad

-907-796-6455 Information
796-6455 J Squires Marsha

Financial Aid Office

907) 796-6255 Info
796-6255 J Kline Carrie
796-6255 J Sweitzer Jennifer

Native and Rural Student Center

796-6454 Information
796-6454 J James Kolene

Recruitment

796-6359 J Carlson Dannielle
796-6540 Kaler Marnie
796-6067 J Wisner Brittni

Registrar’s Office

907) 796-6100 Information
877) 465-4827 Toll Free
796-6366 Affatato Kiwana
796-6471 J Crichton Jan
796-6335 J Delcastillo Mae
796-6294 J Hegel Barbara
796-6259 J Lee Trisha
796-6100 J Madsen Karen
796-6268 J Morales Margo
796-6384 J Smith Jeanny
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